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If Jeffrey Jr were to compile a résumé, he would definitely be able to say he works well with 
others. He is a great team player. Jeffrey Jr doesn’t let anything get past him. When his friend 
Levy brings back a pitcher plant (one of several carnivorous plants in Borneo) to inspect, 
Jeffrey Jr is right at the front of the scrum to help dissect it … literally. Jeffrey will take the plant 
from Levy’s tender care. As an example of his “teamwork” he will, along with his fellow partner 
in crime Otan, tear the pitcher plant into as many pieces as possible. Jeffrey Jr may not be a 
lover of art but he is well versed in the art of destruction. 

We would also mention Jeffrey’s hobbies. These include spending time outdoors and going to 
the gym … the jungle gym that is. Jeffrey Jr likes to start off with some cardio. Woe betide 
anyone who takes their eye off Jeffrey, as it only takes a moment for him to disappear in a 
flash. He then moves on to some arm and leg work as he hits the trees. It really is often a full-
time job trying to keep track of this young livewire. He doesn’t waste a minute, checking out 
all the nooks and crannies of the green cathedral, the forest, he so adores.

Persistence is another one of his attributes. When a bowl of mangoes is brought out on a hot 
day, Jeffrey Jr will immediately be there, reaching up and holding fast to a caregiver’s trouser 
leg, however long it takes, until he has been given his share and more. He is also open to 
learning new skills. When the enrichment team enters the sleeping enclosures to fix some rope 
ladders, Jeffrey Jr will come over to inspect their work and “help” out in a supervisory role. He is 
sure to test it out once it is finished, sometimes even during the installation!   

Jeffrey Jr sure knows how to get the job done and we look forward to updating you as he 
continues to update his life résumé.    
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